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Now for the geeky bit
Join the meeting from anywhere

Not a Google Apps customer? Sign up.
May 30, 2014 at 11:33pm

This morning’s view over the Kinglake Ranges (with bonus kangaroo I didn’t see till she started hopping away).

Unlike · Reply · Share · More
It's social time. And we're in the bar of our new office building!
During my Directors’ meeting today Wendy Christie’s video went dark followed by a strange animal noise. Her video came back on to reveal... a gosling! We were laughing and joking so much I didn’t quite hear why she had a gosling in her office but I’m sure she’ll tell you all. Picture attached and apologies for any strange or bad strategic decisions made today.

cc: Wendy Christie
Natalie.Marsan _TheSocialElement.Agency

AB @ The Social Element

Marjorie Glais

haha thanks - what would be our lives without those emojis?
Amazing things happen when people connect in a genuinely human way
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The challenges
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